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REMARKS FROM THE
PRESIDENT’S DESK By: Tony Sears

This month’s topic: “The Five Cs”: “Compassion” I
have posted in my office a plaque that was given to me by
Judge Charles W. McCoy (Retired) of the Los Angeles
County Superior Court. The plaque has five simple words,
which Judge McCoy calls “The Five Cs”: Civility, Candor,
Competence, Compassion, and Courage. Each of these
traits is a desired virtue, necessary for the sane and
successful practice of law.
“Compassion is a virtue, but I don’t have the time....” (No
Compassion from Talking Heads:77). Despite David
Byrne’s assertion, you should make time for compassion.
Compassion. (kəm pash´ ən) Noun. “A feeling of deep
sympathy for the plight or misfortune of another, coupled
with a desire to alleviate such suffering.” Compassion
would seem to be contrary value to the dutiful advocate,
who is charged with zealously representing the client.
Compassion is nonetheless a powerful tool in your kit. Just
ask the Dalai Lama.
I have witnessed many examples of compassion over the
past 27 years. Many years ago, my client was being
deposed regarding a real estate transaction gone awry.
After about an hour, opposing counsel moved in for the
kill. She got my client to gut his own case before my very
eyes and there was nothing I could do to stop it. I asked
for a time out. In an act of compassion, opposing counsel
granted my request. I have encountered many other
lawyers, myself included, that would have said no, and
kept on going. However, by demonstrating compassion,
opposing counsel was able to get the case resolved shortly
thereafter.
I have seen many unlawful detainer trials avoided by
compassionate use of a settlement that allows the tenant
more time to move out by a certain date, often times longer
than it would take for the Sheriff to do the actual eviction.
By demonstrating compassion, the landlord has to give
more time, but in so doing, the property is not as often
trashed by an angry tenant.
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When I was with the California Attorney General’s
office, I was assigned to represent the Department of
Mental Health in cases under Probate Code section
3200. These cases involved patients at the mental
hospitals, Patton and Atascadero who were unable to
give consent for medically necessary tests, diagnostic
procedures, or medically necessary procedures. The
court, appointed counsel, and our office worked
together in such a manner so that the hearing process
was handled with compassion and dignity for the
patients.
I have also witnessed my fellow lawyers exercise
compassion for the plight of others by volunteering
their time to legal aid clinics, community outreach, and
pro bono work.
Compassion does not mean you have to become
emotionally involved in all your cases. That would be
bad. I think the point is that, if at all possible, you
should not kick someone while they are down. Show
some compassion and give the other side a chance to
get up, and walk away with their dignity intact.
On Saturday, June 21, we will be joining the San
Bernardino County Bar Association at the Quakes
Stadium in Rancho Cucamonga, for the SBCBA Meets
WSBCBA. We will be having an all you can eat
barbecue while we watch the San Bernardino 66ers v.
Rancho Cucamonga Quakes Baseball game. Don’t
forget to support your team by wearing Angel Red for
the 66ers or Dodger Blue for the Quakes. We thought
about having a softball game... then we couldn’t get a
field reserved. Probably a good thing, however, and
your hamstring(s), groin, knees, ankles, backs,
shoulders and arm(s) will be glad you merely went to
the ball game rather than play it yourself.
Continued on page 6
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June Almanac

By: Tony Sears

All times Pacific Daylight Time (PDT), which is minus
seven (7) hours from UTC (Universal Time Coordinated).
The June Full Moon is called the “Full Strawberry Moon”
or the “Full Milk Moon” and occurs on Thursday, June 12,
2014, at 9:12 p.m. The nearly Full Strawberry Moon will
rise on the evening of June 12 at 7:43 p.m. and you can
actually see it go full 90 minutes later. Look for that giant
full Moon again early on June 13 as it sets in the western
sky at 6:19 a.m.
Summer (June) Solstice: Get your bon fires ready, all ye
pagans! We’re heading to Stonehenge..... The June
Solstice occurs on Saturday, June 21, at 10:51 a.m. UTC
(3:51 a.m PDT). The Sun, which appears to be traveling
along the ecliptic ( the orbital plane upon which the planets
travel across our sky) reaches the point where it is farthest
north on the celestial equator. Remember the Tropic of
Cancer (22.5 degrees North latitude) from geography class
or American literature? Until 1975, the Summer Solstice
always occurred on June 21 or 22. Currently, the Summer
Solstice only falls on June 21. Since 2012, the Summer
Solstice began falling sometime on June 20 (2012, 2016, &
2020; which are Leap Years) or June 21 (2013-2015, 20172019). Come celebrate the longest day of 2014 with us at
the Quakes v. 66ers game. See this month’s bulletin for
further details.
Creature of the Month: Three (3) Local Snakes. “Why
does it have to be snakes?”- Indiana Jones. Summer
brings on snake season. Be especially vigilant around
dawn or dusk. Snakes fill an important role in keeping the
rodent population down. The snakes discussed here all eat
a variety of small birds, bird eggs, mice, rats, frogs, ground
squirrels, toads, and lizards.
The big three snakes around these parts are the San Diego
Gopher Snake (Pituophis Catenifer Annectens), the
California King Snake (Lampropeltis Californiae), and the
Southern Pacific Rattlesnake (Crotalus Oreganus Helleri).
The first two are constrictors.
Due to similar habitat, size, and color markings, the San
Diego Gopher Snake is often confused for a rattlesnake and
unnecessarily terminated as a result. Like all vipers, the
rattlesnake has a triangle shaped head. The Gopher Snake
has a long shiny body with a narrow head and slender tail.
The Gopher Snake will hiss and vibrate its tail in order to
alert its presence. The Gopher Snake is an excellent
climber, swimmer, and burrower. The young hatch from
eggs from August through October.
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The California King Snake is typically 2.5 to 3 feet
long, with alternating bands of black and yellow. As
you get further north, some will have brown and cream
coloring. These snakes are hatched from eggs, typically
from mid-June until August. The California King
Snake is found throughout the state, except for the
Sierra Nevada, where the Mountain King Snake (with
red, black, and yellow markings) rules. Since it is
immune to rattlesnake venom, the King Snake will kill
and eat all but the largest (2 meter) rattlesnakes.
The Southern Pacific Rattlesnake is typically 3.5 to 5
feet long. I have personally seen a large (over six feet
long) specimen near Big Dalton Dam in Glendora and
we routinely encounter large (5-6 foot) specimens here
on the banks of the San Gabriel River. Adult Ground
squirrels are immune to the venom and will
aggressively harass a rattlesnake. Rattlesnakes bear
live young from August to October. Cute as they are,
the younger snakes are typically more dangerous, as
they have yet to learn to modulate the release of
venom. If you hear that buzzing sound, you should
freeze. Listen again and try to head in the opposite
direction. A rattlesnake will strike only as a last resort,
so unless you step over a rock and onto the snake you
should have no worries.
If you take your dog(s) out on the trail for a walk, get
the dogs snake safe. Over the years, we have had three
(3) of the ranch dogs bitten by rattlesnakes. Flower and
Justin survived; Krissy survived the first bite but not
the second. You can find snake aversion training
programs for dogs, which use live, muzzled
rattlesnakes, by searching the internet.
June Recipe: June 15 is Father’s Day. Try this
simple menu out for your dear old dad. Here is a
simple, lawyer proof menu. Even the kids can help out.
1. Hamburger/Cheeseburgers. You need 1/4 pound
of ground beef, chuck or sirloin for each burger. Keep
the meat cold until your grill is nice and hot. Form
each patty by hand, try not to work it too hard, leave
the middle thinner than the edges. Season with salt and
fresh cracked pepper. Grill for 3-4 minutes per side.
Turn once only, do not press down, as you will ruin the
burger. Cheese (American or Gruyere) goes on with
the turn. I really like the King’s Hawaiian Buns. A
brioche bun is yummy as well. Toast your buns, if you
wish. Serve with all Pop’s favorite condiments, such as
bacon, grilled or raw onions, sliced tomatoes, mustard,
catsup (but not ketchup), mayo, pickles, banana
peppers, or whatever.
Continued on page 6
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From the Desk of the President of the

HONORABLE JOSEPH B. CAMPBELL
AMERICAN INN OF COURT

Frederic Ury was the special guest speaker at the May
meeting of the Joseph B. Campbell Inn of Court held on
Wednesday, May 28, 2014, at The Castaway Restaurant in
San Bernardino. The May program, “The Future Ain’t
What It Used to Be,” provided keen insight on the future of
the legal profession. Mr. Ury, a founding member of Ury
& Moskow, based in Stamford Connecticut, is a Board
Civil Trial Lawyer and Past President of the Connecticut
Bar Association, His practice includes criminal defense,
real estate and civil litigation. His list of accomplishments
and bio is certainly impressive, and is available online at
http://www.urymoskow.com/bio/FredericUry.asp .
Mr. Ury frequently speaks on the future practice of law.
His presentation captivated the audience of 40 members
and guests of the Campbell Inn. Many futurists say that
changes over the next 15 to 20 years will come at an
exponential level. Mr. Ury used an analogy that it took
television 26 years to penetrate the market, but only one or
two days for the Apple i-phone to captivate its market.
The legal profession is based largely on 100 year old
rules, and our profession is the last of the self-regulated
professions. Mr. Ury proposed that we have to change
how we regulate the profession, and gave many examples
of how to do so, and why change is vital to the sustenance
and growth of the legal industry.
In each of the last three years, law schools across the
United States graduated 45,000 students, with only 22,000
available jobs. A significant portion of the population is
unable to afford to hire a lawyer to handle legal issues.
Mr. Ury pointed out that in his home state of Connecticut,
85% of the family law cases include at least one selfrepresented party. Criminal cases show 90% are public
defender or special public defender represented, a
significant decrease in the percentage of litigants
represented by counsel just a few years ago. A walk
through the courthouses in San Bernardino County shows
that self-representation in almost every type of court case is
very common, an indication that lawyers are losing a
significant portion of their business potential. The increase
of self-represented litigants make it more difficult and time
consuming for the courts to process cases, and is time
consuming and emotionally difficult for the litigants.
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Mr. Ury highlighted three forces that are changing
the legal profession, 1) globalization, 2) technology
and 3) demographics.
Globalization – clients now have marked places all
over the world. The internet has changed the way
people shop, do business, travel, and even litigate. In
the European Union, a lawyer admitted in one country
is able to practice in any other EU nation. In Canada,
attorneys can practice in the various provinces, as long
as they are “competent” to do so. The regulation of
attorneys should evolve to allow lawyers to practice in
other states, a fly-in, fly-out dynamic that is in line
with globalization and modern business practices.
An Australian law firm, Slater & Gordon became
publicly traded in 2007, and built a $17,000,000 stock
foundation when it went public. This public law firm
is traded on the Australian Stock Exchange as SGH.
While we are all familiar with outsourcing work
overseas, insourcing legal services, from internet
based providers such as Integreon, based in Fargo,
North Dakota, offers cost effective legal services for
discovery, intelligence, business support and IT.
Technology has impacted the legal profession. Legal
Zoom is a commonly known company that offers legal
documents online, at affordable costs to legal service
consumers. Mr. Ury pointed out that just a few years
ago, the larger the firm, the larger the law library, but
now, everyone has the same size law library available
on the internet. With e-filings, now common, he cited
an example of an attorney who resides in Florida,
maintains his practice in Maryland, communicating
and filing documents electronically. Several internet
sources for legal services were mentioned, and
discussed, including Rocket Lawyer, Docracy, which
provides free legal documents, Connecticut Network
for Legal Aid, another free service, Mylawyer.com,
and scores of other sites which now allow anyone with
computer access to a source for free or low cost, do it
yourself legal help.
CyberSettle, SquareDeal, where all PayPal disputes
are resolved, and Modira offer fast, cheap settlement
online forums.
Artificial intelligence has impacted the legal
profession, with such sites as Google Scholar, where
in the not too distant future, a user will be able to type
out a complex legal question, and Google will return a
memo, brief or other communication responsive to the
inquiry.
Continued on page 7
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East Meets West - May 15, 2014
Thank you to everyone who participated in our annual East Meets West BBQ & MCLE, at Rainbow Canyon
Ranch. Special thanks to our speaker Honorable Philip S. Gutierrez, United States District Court Judge.
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East Meets West - May 15, 2014
Rainbow Canyon Ranch, Azusa, CA
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Remarks from the President’s Desk
Continued from page 1
For those of you in MCLE compliance group 2 (H-M),
your time is up on January 31, 2015, so pick up 1 ½
Ethics credit at our monthly membership meeting on
August 28, 2014, with guest speakers Bill Shapiro, John
Lowenthal and Honorable Bryan Foster, speaking on
Civility Matters. We will be hosting this event at
Antonino’s Restaurant in Rancho Cucamonga. Social
gathering will start at 5:00 p.m. Please see the enclosed
flyers for all the details.
I am committed to serving the interests of our
membership. If you have any questions or comments,
please do not hesitate to contact me. My telephone is
(626) 334-4900, my fax is (626) 334-6655, and my email is tony@nitwik.com.
See you in court! Tony Sears
Pensions and Retirement Basics in
Family Law MCLE
Speaker: Richard Muir May 22, 2014
Magic Lamp Inn, Rancho Cucamonga
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June Almanac
Continued from page 1
2. If burgers aren’t your thing, you can always grill
up a nice piece of Tuna or Halibut or a fat Portabello
mushroom.
3. Sweet Corn. If you want to boil the corn, get your
water to a boil, add 3 tablespoons of kosher salt, turn
off the heat, and carefully put the corn in the water and
cover the pan. The corn will cook in a few minutes,
then stay warm for at least 30 minutes. If you want,
you can also husk and de-silk the corn, place on a sheet
of foil, drizzle with olive oil, salt and pepper (or use
just chili powder), roll up tight and grill for about 5-7
minutes, turning several times. You can also try the
corn with soy sauce, rolled up tight and grilled. Do the
corn before the burgers.
4. Spring Mix Salad. Pick from your garden or buy
the fresh mix in bulk. Any dressing Dad likes. Honey
Mustard. Blue Cheese. Homemade Buttermilk Ranch.
Oil & Vinegar. You’ll know what to do. You may also
wish to splurge for a fancy store bought heirloom
tomato. Also, don’t forget the such salad favorites as
carrots, cucumbers, diced scallions or finely sliced red
onion, and toasted pine nuts.
5. Chocolate Brownie Sundaes. Bake up a batch of
your favorite brownies, serve with Vanilla ice cream,
fresh strawberries, chopped nuts, and a dollop of fresh
whipped cream.
6. Beverages. What ever Dad wants, Dad gets. Gin
& Tonic. Ice Cold Beer. A nice Sauvignon Blanc,
lightly chilled. A big lusty Zinfandel. Iced Sun Tea.
HAPPY FATHER’S DAY!
Buon Appetito! Tony Sears
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Association’s Kaufman-Campbell Award, named in part
for Justice Joseph B. Campbell. She was recognized at a
banquet at the San Bernardino Hilton on May 15, 2014.
Justice Ramirez, honored in 2011 as the recipient of
These sites will be available not only to lawyers, but to
the
Kaufman-Campbell Award, and Judge Slough will
our clients.
update
us on the state of the courts. The 66ers take on
Demographics, including changes in society where social
networking is commonplace can be a pitfall to lawyers who the Visalia Rawhide at 7:00, so Inn Members will be
able to enjoy an all you can eat buffet before the game,
may make an inappropriate posting, tweet or blog entry.
get updates on the local courts, and take in a ballgame
Websites such as The Robing Room evaluate Federal
Judges, niche practice areas allow for specialty marketing. between two California League rivals to conclude our
baseball themed year.
An example used by Mr. Ury was “The Pot Lawyer”, and
For more information regarding the Joseph B.
no, it is not about ceramics.
Campbell Inn of Court, including membership, contact
Mr. Ury offered suggestions, and solutions to
me at Bevins@sbcba.org, or Membership Chair, Donna
maintaining, modernizing and strengthening the legal
profession: License and regulate paralegals, a cost effective Connally at dconnallymediation.com.
alternative to expensive legal services. Authorizing a two
year, Master’s Degree, for practice areas such as
employment law, tax law, and practice aspects of the law
that do not involve litigation and trials. He recommended
multi-discipline practices, such as an attorney, accountant
and tax advisor to provide a one stop shop for professional
services that would benefit the consumer, make it more
cost effective, and provide a broad array of services. He
also suggested non-lawyer ownership of legal service
providers to allow growth and capitalization of services.
Mr. Ury explained how law school regulation must be
loosened, to allow change, experimentation in teaching
methods, such as the hiring of few full time professors and
more adjunct professors. He recommended offering new
techniques for teaching and providing legal education with
more affordable costs, especially for schools that are not
the major laws schools, such as Ivy League institutions or
the top tier schools.
Fred Ury is a personable, dynamic public speaker, and we
are fortunate to have had an opportunity to hear his insight,
perspective and suggestions for solutions to issues that
must be confronted by our profession. The Joseph B.
Campbell Inn of Court thanks Mr. Ury for taking the time
to meet with us during a short trip to California.
The final meeting of the Joseph B. Campbell Inn of Court
for the 2013/2014 year will wrap up our theme for the year,
Attention Members
What Can the Law Learn From Baseball? We are
Did you know that as a WSBCBA member you can
eschewing the traditional banquet in favor of a meeting and
advertise in the WSCBA Bar Bulletin for free?
banquet at the San Manuel Stadium, 280 South E Street, in
That’s right. FREE!
San Bernardino. The meeting will be held on June 11,
Up
to
25
words
or less for the first month classified
2014, at 5:30, with hot dogs, burgers and traditional ball
advertisement is free.
park food offered to members in the patio area at the
Have
a
car
to
sell,
a house to rent, need extra help
Stadium. Presiding Justice Manuel A. Ramirez, of the
around
the office?
California Court of Appeal, Fourth District, Division Two
Do not delay advertise in the
and San Bernardino County Superior Court Presiding
WSBCBA
Bar Bulletin today.
Judge Marsha Slough will be our special guests. Judge
Slough was the well unanimous choice of the San
American Inn of Court
Continued from page 3
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Celebrating 35 Years of
Success Serving The Inland
Empire Legal Community
Samsung Galaxy Tablet
With Every Purchase Of A
Kyocera TASKalfa MFP

Is This Your Current
Document Workflow?

YOUR PARTNER FOR SUCCESS

The latest Kyocera TASKalfa Document
Management Systems gives your business the
ability to:
Revolutionize your current document workflow.
You can name and store documents directly to
their final destination folder in one easy step.
Directly store critical documents to a secure
cloud based server.
And Much More!

Upgrade Now Program!

Printer/Copier/Network Scanner
 175 Page Dual Scan Document Feeder
 Scan Speeds Of Up To 160 Pages Per
Minute
 1,000 Sheet Three Position Stapling
Finisher
 Scan To Email, Folder, FTP Server,
USB
 Print From Scan To iPhone, iPad and
Android
 Optional Business Applications

The National RAM Business Systems “Upgrade
Now” program is designed to give you the
opportunity to upgrade your current outdated
office equipment, to a state of the art Kyocera
TASKalfa Document Management System. In
most cases we can lower your current lease
payment, lower your operational costs and
completely “pay off” your current lease with no
upfront costs to you.

Please call one of our “Legal Service
Experts” for a complimentary cost
savings analysis.

866-621-9554
$0 Down Only $159.00 Per Month
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CLASSIFIEDS
EMPLOYMENT:
Law firm in Upland seeking full-time Paralegal with
strong family and civil law experience. Spanish
speaking a plus. (909) 949-1960.
OFFICE SPACE:
(3) large offices for rent sufficient for 1 or 2 attorneys
plus staff.
conference room, reception and receptionist, kitchen,
storage. Near Rancho Court. (909) 989-9923 Elisa

FOR RENT:
Cozy studio for rent, near shopping, gas stove furnished,
freshly painted throughout, new carpet installed, utilities
included. $800/month, security deposit $850. Call and ask
for Ro at (909) 484-9992.

SERVICES:
“Taking Aim at Truth and Justice"
On Sight Investigative Services provides all your
investigative needs. Licensed investigators with 25+
years law enforcement experience.
www.onsightinvestigations.com
WANTED:
Conference room table and chairs to seat six plus.
Please call (909) 949-1960.

Education andExperience
Make all the difference!

1Advanced Realty & Appraisal offers our clients both Real estate
and Appraisal Services for the following….

 Licensed Real Estate Agent
since 1995
 Certified Residential
Appraiser since 1992
 Majored in Finance, Real
Estate Law; Cal Poly Pomona

Real Estate

Appraisals

Buyer Services

Residential

California Superior Court as

Sellers Services

Commercial

730 Expert for both Real

Short Sales

Industrial

Estate and Appraisals

Rentals

Vacant Land

Investment

FHA Approved

Family Law Specialist

Family Law Specialist

 Appointed by the State of

Don is an expert witness in litigation. I can count on him for
reliable and thorough work. He is the most knowledgeable and
professional appraiser and agent I’ve ever worked with.
-

Attorney Carlos Cabrera

Cell: (951) 313-1746
Office: (909) 981-6677
B.R.E.# 01193547
CA Lic. Appraiser # AR014657

Donald L. Mowery, II
1Advanced Realty & Appraisal,
Inc.

www.donmowery.com
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SAVE THE DATES:

SBCBA Meets WSBCBA
66ers v. Quakes Baseball-BBQ & MCLE
June 21, 2014, @ 4:00 p.m.
Quakes Stadium, Rancho Cucamonga

Young Lawyers MCLE
Civility & the Five C’s
September TBD
Location: TBD

Civility Matters MCLE
August 28, 2014
5:30 - 6:00 p.m. Social Gathering
6:00 - 7:30p.m. Program & Dinner
Antonino’s Restaurant
Rancho Cucamonga

2014-2015 Installation of Officers
& Awards Ceremony
October 2, 2014 @ 5:30 p.m.
DoubleTree Hotel, Ontario

Bench Bar Barbecue
September 19, 2014 @ 6:00 p.m.
Location: TBD

State of the Courts MCLE
California’s Court Crisis
October 22, 2014 @ 12:00 Noon
Location: TBD

WSBCBA - Promoting Success In The Inland Empire

Western San Bernardino County Bar Association
8291 Utica Avenue, Suite 102
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Phone: (909) 483-0548 Fax: (909) 483-0553
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